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Intensive Screenwriting workshop 
the syllabus: 5-weeks of empowering tools  

for you & Your writing process 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

week 1 
 sTORIES THAT RESONATE & Embracing THEME:  
 Writing powerful human truths into your script 

 what to watch to prep for this class 

  Lovecraft country (pilot) 

  la la land 

 topics we will cover 

+setting up your narrative by utilizing The cold open 

+Foundations of scene structure (for any script) 

+foundations of “big picture” story structure (for features & TV) 

+outlining with "a dramatic question” in mind 

+defining the theme of a story or script 

+Human truths you want to explore in your stories 

+writing Exposition scenes that are smooth and hard to spot 

+how to deepen a story with character history 

+The challenges of a concept-heavy film 

+how want vs. need makes for strong stories 

+Cultivating a sustainable writing process 

+How to decide which stories you want to tell first 

week 2 
 The power of writing with authenticity: 
 Personal freedom & new market demands 

 what to watch to prep for this class 

  fleabag (pilot) 

  i may destroy you (pilot) 

  crazy ex girlfriend (pilot) 

  insecure (pilot) 

  barry (pilot) 

 topics we will cover 

+Positive and recent shifts in the industry 

+embracing a story that is uniquely yours 

+How to outline & structure a pilot episode 

+How to outline & structure a season of TV 

+Why specifics in scripts matter so much 

+networking with writers on twitter 

+why and how to start filming something today 

+finding inspiring creatives to collaborate with 

+the importance of networking sideways not upwards 
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week 3 
 comedy, contrast, & Character: 
 telling the truth and making people laugh 

 what to watch to prep for this class 

  Parasite  

  Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle 

  “Laritza survives a cuban sangiving” YouTube short by jenny lorenzo 

 topics we will cover 

+How writing contrast into a scene adds humor 

+how showing contrast in characters over time (act 1 vs. act 3) makes 

for an emotionally engaging story 

+character want vs. need in comedic stories 

+When to focus on comedy in a first draft 

+The importance of casting for chemistry 

+How to allow for comedy (and improv gold) while filming on set 

+Why comedy writers are also great drama writers 

+Revising your story for theme & for moments of comedy 

+How to balance a comedic tone with a dramatic one 

week 4 

 writing scripts with structure ANd freedom: 
 deep dive into pilots & a/b/c storytelling 

 what to watch to prep for this class 

  sex education (pilot & first season - if you have time) 

  Blackish (pilot) 

  Grey’s anatomy (pilot) 

 topics we will cover 

+A,B,C (and sometimes D) structure for TV episodes 

+How to decide if your pilot is 30-minutes or 60-minutes 

+combining the best of procedural & Serial tv for a fun show 

+The power of a simple & clear premise that “hooks" in tv 

+how the romantic comedy has evolved 

+ Insights to know about the making of and success of “To All The 

Boys I Loved Before” (on netflix) 

+The importance of writing what delights you (for your process and 

your career) 
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week 5 
 world-building & the beauty of escapism: 
 character-driven stories for any genre  

 what to watch to prep for this class 

  Watchmen (pilot & first season - if you have time) 

    

 topics we will cover 

+Q&A with a special guest: A Tv/film screenwriting professional 

+ tips from currently working tv writers 

+What gets a pilot noticed 

+The power of a writers room & collaboration 

+Why specifics in fantasy, sci-fi are essential 

+Writing as if your fictional world is a third character 

+Embracing secondary characters as main characters in TV 

+Adapting stories from source material (books, comics, real life) 

+How and when to establish the rules of your world 

+Story arcs for fantasy and sci-fi genres 

+When to break storytelling rules and why it's important (not  

just for you, but for the advancement of tv & film) 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

writing assignment: to turn in before the first day of class 

the “first 15 pages” assignment 

  

write the first fifteen pages of a larger story (feature or tv pilot) IN SCRIPT 
FORMAt. 

THIS WILL BE THE STARTING POINT FOR YOUR JOURNEY AS A WRITER IN THIS WORKSHOP. 

please turn in 12 hours before your first workshop session. 

writing process tips TO TRY:   
 + BRAINSTORM IDEAS FOR “THE tv show or movie YOU WOULD LOVE TO WATCH.” 

 + ENJOY WATCHING THE SCENES IN YOUR HEAD BEFORE WRITING ANYTHING down. 

 + Once you go to pages, assign yourself to write a bad scene.  

 + BRAINSTORM AND WRITE IDEAS BY HAND BEFORE YOU BEGIN TO TYPE. 
 + come from a place of freedom, PERMISSION, AND HONESTY. 

 + NOW EVEN MORE HONESTY (am I allowed to type that?).   

 + TAKE BREAKS, listen to music, HAVE FUN (THIS IS YOUR WRITING PROCESS). 

screenwriting software options:  
celtx (free), writerduet (free), highland 2 (free), final draft 

_____________________________________________________________________


